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 PaRT – a (10×2=20 Marks)

1. is the 4g cellular communication falls under an ad hoc network ? Justify.

2. How to improve the throughput of ad hoc network ?

3. is the WsN has auto configuration ? Briefly discuss.

4. Write the formula for Noise figure and discuss when the noise figure will be lesser.

5. list any two suggestion to maximize the lifetime of WsN.

6. Draw the super-frame structure of iEEE 802.15.4.

7. What is meant by node capture ?

8. Differentiate link layer jamming and physical layer jamming.

9. What is meant by state centric programming ?

10. in WsN, the data is flooded in the network. Which iP address is used for  

flooding ? is flooding, a unicast / multicast / broadcast ?
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 PaRT – B (5×13=65 Marks)

11. a) i) Draw protocol graph for the following network: end node (ad hoc node) -> 
mobile node -> wireless gateway -> end node (ad hoc node). (5) 

 ii) The following network follows DsDv routing protocol. Draw the routing 
table of ad hoc network, and the source node is ‘a’. (8)

(oR)
 b) Explain aoDv route establishment and route maintenance with proper 

diagram for the following network. consider ‘a’ is a source node.

12. a) i) Explain the transceiver operational states. (6)
 ii) Explain the three categories of sensor with example. (7)

(oR)
 b) i) Discuss about the operation states with different power consumption. (7)
 ii) Briefly explain the different types of mobility with proper diagram. (6)
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13. a) Explain : smac with necessary diagram.
(oR)

 b) What is the need of power aware multi-access protocol for defining WsN 
mac ? also briefly describes the working model of power aware multi-access 
signaling protocol.

14. a) assume that as an attacker, you are planning to propose Dos attack. Write 
down the steps involved for Dos attack. Explain the effect of Dos attack in 
WsN.

(oR)
 b) What is the need of security for routing protocol ? also, explain the secured  

routing protocol using sPiN.

15. a) i) a researcher defined new routing protocol for WsN. in order to test the 
performance of the routing protocol, suggest the best approach such as 
simulation, emulation or real time implementation which should be cost 
effective. Justify your answer. (3)

 ii) list out: Programming language name, graphical interface name, 
animation window name used in Ns2. (3)

 iii) convert the following c code to Ns2. 
  int a,b,c ;
  a=5;
  b=6;
  c=a+b. (7)

(oR)
 b) i) most of the journal papers which published in network domain are displayed 

the result from simulation, Why they included simulation results instead 
of real time implementation ? Justify. (4)

 ii) list out and brief about any four open simulator which is used for ad hoc 
network and WsN. (4)

 iii) analyse the methodology of cycle driven simulation and discrete event 
simulation. (5)

 PaRT –  c (1×15=15 Marks)

16. a) Design and explain : WsN based border protection system in order to detect  
the entry of terrorist in the line of control.  (10)

  Discuss anyone possible attack on the border protection system with 
solution. (5)

(oR)
 b) Design and Explain: intelligent transport system using ad hoc network. The 

proposed system will inform the alternate route during road traffic, and it will 
provide necessary guideline during accident. (10)

  Discuss suitable routing protocol for your intelligent transport system (5)
_________________


